
|/4.0 ADPLICABILITY.

LIMIT!NG CONDITION FOR OPERATION j

3.0.1 Compliance with the Limiting Conditions for Operation contained in the j
succeeding Specifications is required during the OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS or other
conditions specified therein; except that upon failure to meet the Limiting
Conditions for Operation, the associated ACTION requirements snall be met.

3.0.2 Noncompliance with a Specification shall exist when the requirements of the
Limiting Condition for Operation and associated ACTION requirements cce not met
within the specified time intervals. If the Limiting Condition for Operation is
restored prior to expiration of the specified time intervals, completion of the
ACTION requirements is not required.

3.0.3 When a Limiting Condition for Operation is not met, except as provided in
the associated ACTION requirements, within one hour action shall be initiated to
place the unit in an OPERATIONAL CONDITION in which the Specification does not
apply by placing it, as applicable, in;

a. At 1 cast STARTUP within the next 6 hours.
b. At least HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours, and
c. At least COLO SHUTOOWN within the subsequent 24 hours.

Where corrective measures are completed that permit operation under the ACTION
requirements, the ACTION may be taken in accordance with the specified time limits
as measured from the time of failure to meet the Limiting Condition for Operation.
Exceptions to these requirements are stated in the individual Specifications.

This Specification is not applicable in OPERATIONAL CONDITION 4 or 5.

3.0.4 Entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or otner specified condition shall not
be made when the conditions for the Limiting Condition for Operation are not met
and the associated ACTION requires a shutdown if they are not met within a
specified time interval. Entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified
condition may be made in accordance with the ACTION requirements when conformance
to them permits continued operation of the facility for an unlimited period of
time. This provision shall not prevent passage through or to OPERATIONAL
CONDITIONS as required to comply with ACTION reauirements. Exceptions to thesE

requirements are stated in the individual Specifications.

;
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APPLICABILIn
* ;

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS'

4.0.1 Surveillance Reauirements shall be met during the OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS or
other conditions specified for individual Limiting Cor litions for Operation unless
otherwise stated in an individual Surveillance Requirement.

4.0.2 Each Surveillance Requirement shall be performed within the specified time
interval with:

A maximum allowable extension not to exceed 25% of the surveillancea.
interval, but

b. The combined time interval for any 3 consecutive surveillance intervals
shall not exceed 3.25 times the specified surveillance intervul.

4.0.3 failure to perform a Surveillance Requirement within the allowed
surveillance interval defined by Specification 4.0.2, shall constitute
noncompliance with the OPERABILITY requirements for a limiting Condition for
Operation. The time limits of the ACTION requirements are applicable at the time
it is identified that a Surveillance Requirement has not been performed. The
ACTION requirements may be delayed for up to 24 hours to permit the Completion of
the surveillance when the allowable outage time limits of the ACTION requirements
are less than 24 hours. Surveillance requirements do not have to be performed on
inoperable equipment.

4.0.4 Entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified applicable Condition
shall not be made unless the Surveillance Requirement (s) associated with the
Limiting Condition for Operation have been performed within the applicable
surveillance interval or as otherwise specified. This provision shall not prevent
passage through or to OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS as required to comply with ACTION
requirements.

4.0.5 Surveillance Requirements for inservice inspection and testing of ASME Code
Class 1, 2, & 3 componcnts shall be applicable as follows:

a. Inservice inspection of ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 components and
inservice testing of ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 pumps and valves shall
be performed in accordance with Section XI of the ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code and applic M e Addenda as required by 10 CFR Part
50, Section 50.55a(g). except where specific written relief has been
granted by the Commission pursuant to 10 CFR Part 50, Sectico 50.55a(g)
(6) (1).

b. Surveillance intervals specifieo in Se; tion XI of the ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code and applicable Addende for the inservice iispection
and testing activities required by the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code and applicable Addenda shall be applicable as follows in these
Technical Specifications:

|
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APPLICASILITY.

.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Required frequencies
Code and applicable Addenda for performing inservice
terminology for inservice inspection and testing
inspection and testing activities activities

Weekly At least once per 7 days
Monthly At least once per 31 days

Quarterly or every 3 months At least once per 92 days
Semiannually or every 6 months At least once per 184 days

Every 9 menths At least once per 276 days
Yearly or annually At laast once per 366 days

The provisions of Specification 4.0.2 are applicable to thec.
above required frequencies for performing inservice inspection
and testing activities,

d. Performance of the above inservice inspectio;) and testing
activities shall be in addition to other specified Surveillance
Requirements,

Nothing in the ASME Eoiler and Pressure vessel Code shall bee.
construt.d to supersede the requirements of any Technical
Specificatio;1.

LIMERICK - UNIT 1 3/4 0-3
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; REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS.

3/4.1.4CONTROLRODPROGRAMCONTROM

ROD WORTH MINIH1ZER

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.4.1 The rod worth minimizer (RWM) shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1 and 2*, **, when THERMAL POWER IS less
than or equal to 20% of RATED THERMAL POWER, the minimum allowable preset power
level.

ACTION:

a. With the RWM inoperable, verify control rod movement and complience with
the prescribed control rod pattern by a second licensed operator or other
technically qualified member of the unit technical staff who is present
at the reactor control console. Otherwise, control rod movement may be
only by actuating the manual scram or placing the reactor Nde switch in
the Shutdown position.

"'

SURVE!LLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.4.1 The RWM shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 2 within 8 hours prior to withdrawal of control
rods for the purpose of making the reactor critical, and in OPERATIONAL
CONDITION 1 within 1 hour after RWM automatic initiation when reducing
THERMAL POWER, by verifying proper indication of the selection error of
at least one out-of-sequence control rod.

b. In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 2 within 8 hours prior to withdrawal of control
rods for the purpose of making the reactor critical, by verifying the rod
block function by demonstrating inability to withdraw an out-of-secuence
control rod.

c. In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1 within 1 hour after RWM automatic initiation
when reducing THERMAL POWER, by verifying the rod block function by
demonstrating inability to withdraw an out-of-sequence control rod.

d. By verifying that the control rod patterns and sequence input to the RWM
computer are correctly loaded following any loading of the program into
the computer.

*See Special Test Exception 3.10.2.

** Entry into OPERATIONAL CONDITION 2 and withdrawal of selected control rod is
permitted for the purpose of determining the OPERABILITY of the RWM prior to
withdrawal of contral rods for the purpose of bringing the reactor to
criticality.
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POWES.0!STRIBUTION LIMITS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPEPATION (Continued)

ACTION:

a. With the end-of-cycle recirculation pump trip system inoperable per
Specification 3.3.4.2, operation may continue provided that, within 1
hour, MCPR is determined to be greater than or equal to the MCPR limit as
a function of the average scram time shown in Figure 3.2.3-la (BP/P8X8R
fuel) and figure 3.2.3-lb (GE8X8EB fuel), EOC-RPT inoperable curve, times
the Kr shown in Figure 3.2.3-2.

b. With MCPR less than the applicable MCPR limit as shown in Figures 3.2.3-
la 3.2.3-lb and 3.2.3-2, initiate corrective action within 15 minutes
and restore MCPR to within the required limit within 2 hours or reduce
THERMAL POWER to less than 25% of RATED THERMAL POWER within the next 4
hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.2.3 MCPR, with:

a. t = 1.0 prior to performance of the initial scram time measurements
for the cycle in accordance with Specification 4.1.3.2, ce

b. t as defined in Specification 3.2.3 used to determine the limit
within 72 hours of the conclusion of each scram time surveillance test
required test required by Specification 4.1.3.2,

shall be determined to be equal to or greater than the applicable MCPR limit
determined from Figures 3.2.3-la, 3.2.3-lb and 3.2.3-2.

a. At least once per 24 hours,

b. Within 12 hours efter com;1etion of a THERMAL POWER increase of at least
15% of RATED THERMAL POWER, and

,

c. Initially and at least once per 12 hours when the reactor is operating
with a LIMIT!NG CONTROL R00 PATTERN for MCPR.

d. The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable.
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TABLE 3.3.3-1 (Continued)
EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION

ACTION STATEMENis

ACTION 30 With the number of OPERABLE channels less than required by the
Minimum OPERABLE Channels per Trip Function requirement:

With one channel inoperable, place the inoperable channel ina.
the tripped condition within 1 hour or declare the associated
system inoperable,

b. With more than one channel inoperable, declare the associated
system inoperable.

ACTION 31 With the number of OPERABLE channels less than required by the
Minimum OPERABLE Channels per Trip Function requirement, declare the
associated ECCS inoperable.

ACTION 32 With the number cf OPERABLE channels less than required by the
Minimum OPERABLE Channels per Trip Function requirement, place the
inoperabia channel in the tripped condition within 1 hour.

ACTION 33 With the number of OPERABLE channels less than required by the
Minimum OPERABLE Channels per Trip Function requirement, restore the
inoperable channel to OPERABLE status within 8 hours or declare the
associated ECCS inoperable.

ACTION 34 With the number of OPERABLE channels less than requirec by the
Minimum OPERABLE Channals per Trip Function requirement:

For one channel inoperable, place the inoperable channel in thea.
tripped condition within 1 hour or declare the HPCI system
inoperable.

b. With more than one channel inoperable, declare the HPCI system
inoperable.

ACTION 35 With the number of OPERABLE channels less than required by the
Minimum OPERABLE Channels per Trip Function requirement, place at
least one inoperable channel in the tripped Condition within 1 bour
or declare the HPCI system inoperable.

ACTION 36 With the number of OPERABLE channels less than the Total Number of
Channels, declare the associated emergency diesel generator
inoperable and take the ACT10H required by Specification 3.8.1.1 or
3.8.1.2, as appropriate.

ACTION 37 With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the Total Number
of Channels, place the inoperable channel in the tripped condition
within 1 hour; operation may then continue until performance of the ,

next required CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.

|
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INSTRUMENTATION

3/4.3.7 MONITORIhG INSTRUMENTATION

RADIATION M3NITORING INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

.

3.3.7.1 The radiation monitoring instrumentation channels shown in Table
3.3.7.1-1 shall be OPERABLE with their alarm / trip setpoints within the specified
limits.

APPLICABILITY: As shown in Table 3.3.7.1-1.

ACTION:

With a radiation monitoring instrumentation channel alarm / trip setpointa.
exceeding the value shown in Table 3.3.7.1-1, adjust the setpoint to
within the limit within 4 hours or declare the channel inoperable,

b. With one or more radiation monitoring channels inoperable, take the
ACTION required by Table 3.3.7.1-1.

c. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable. |

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

1.3.7.1 Each of the above required radiation monitoring instrumentation
channels shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by the performance of the CHANNEL CHECK.
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, and CHANNEL CAllBRATION operations for the conditions
and at the frequencies shown in Table 4.3.7.1-1.
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INSTRUMENTATION

SEISMIC MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.7.2 The seismic monitoring instrumentation shown in Table 3.3.7.2-1* shall
be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION:

a. With one or more of the above required seismic monitoring instruments
inoperable for more than 30 days, prepare and submit a Special Report
to the Commission pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 within the next 10
days outlining the cause of the malfunction and the plans for
restoring the instrument (s) to OPERABLE status,

b. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable. L

SURVE!LLANCE REQUIREMENTS
-

_

4.3.7.2.1 Each of the above required seismic monitoring instruments shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE by the performance of the CHANNEL CHECK. CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST, and CHANNEL CAllBRATION operations at the frequencies shown in
Table 4.3.7.2-1.

4.3.7.2.2 Each of the above required seismic monitoring instruments actuated
during a seismic event greater than or equal to 0.019 shall be restored to
OPERABLE status within 24 hours and a CHANNEL CAllBRATION performed within 5
days following the seismic event. Data shall be retrieved f rom actuated
instruments and analyzed to determine the magnitude of the vibratory ground
motion. A Special Report shall be prepared and submitted to the Commission
pursucnt to Specification 6.9.2 within 10 days describing the magnitude,
frequency spectrum and resultant ef fect upon unit features important to safe'y.

* Snared with Unit 2.
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*
f

INSTRUMENTATION*

METEOROLOGICAL MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.7.3 1he meteorological monitoring instrumentation channels shown in Table
3.3.7.3-1 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION:

With one or more meteorological monitoring instrumentation channelsa.
inoperable for more than 7 days, prepare and submit a Special Report to
the Commission pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 within the next 10 days
outlining the cause of the malfunction and the plans for restoring the
instrumentation to OPERABLE status.

b. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable. (

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.3.7.3 Each of the above required meteorological monitoring instrumentation
channels shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by the performance of the CHANNEL CHECK
and CHANNEL CALIBRATION operations at the frequencies shown in Table 4.3.7.3-1.
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INSTRUMENTATION

TRAVERSING IN-CORE PROBE SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.7.7 The traversing in-core probe system shall be OPERABLE with:

a. Five movable detectors, drives and readout equipment to map the core,
and

b. Indexing equipment to allon- all five detectors to be calibrated in a
common location.

APPLICABILITY: When the traversing in-core probe is used for:

a. Recalibration of the LPRM detectors, and

b.* Monitoring the APLHGR, LHGR, MCPR, or MFLPD.

ACTION

With the traversing in-core probe system inoperable. suspend use of the system
for the above applicable monitor eng or calibration f unctions. The provisions of
Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable. |

SURVE!LLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.3.7.7 The traversing in-core prcbe system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by
normalizing each of the above required detector outputs within 72 hours prior to
use for the LPRM calibration function.

Only the detector (s) in the requirtd measurement location (s) are required to*

be operable.

LIMERICK - UNIT 1 3/4 3-E9
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INS?RUMENTATION

CHLORINE DETFCTION SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
,.

3.3.7.6.1 Two independent chlorine detection system subsystems shall be p

OPERABLE with their /larm and trip setpoints adjusted to actuate at a chliiine
concentration of less than or equal to 0.5 ppm.

APPLICABILITY: ALL OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS.

ACTION ,.

a. With one chlorine detection subsystem inoperable, restore the
inoperable detection system to OPERABLE status within 7 days or, within
the next 6 hours, initiate and maintain operation of at least one
control room emergency filtration system subsystem in the chlorine
isolation mode of operation,

|
b. With both chlorine detection subsystems inoperable, within 1 hour

initiate and maintain operation of at least one control room emergency
filtration system subsystem in the chlorine isolation mode of ,

operation. j

|
|
L

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMEN15 (
i

4.3.7.8.1 Each of the above required chlorine detection system subsystems shall
be demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of a:

c

a. CHANNEL CHECK at least once per 12 hours, I

b. CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST at least once per 31 days, and

c. CHANNEL CALIBRATION at least once per 18 months.

.
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INSTRUMENTATION

T0XIC GAS DETECTION SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.7.8.2 Two independent toxic gas detection system subsystems shall be
OPERABLE with their alarm setpoints adjusted to actuate at a toxi' gas
.oncentration of less than or equal to:

MONITOR
SET POINT

CHEMICAL (ppm)

Ammonia 25
Ethylene Oxide 50;

Formaldehyde 5

Vinyl Chloride 10
Phosgene 0.4

APPLICABILITY: ALL OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS.

ACTION

a. With one toxic gas detection subsystem inoperable, restore the
inoperable detection system to OPERABLE status within 7 days or,
within the next 6 hours, initiate and maintain operation of at least
one control room emergency filtration system subsystem in the chlorine
isolation mode of operation,

b. With both toxic gas detection subsystems inoperable, within 1 hour
initiate and msintain operation of at least ore control room emergency
filtrat' * system subsystem in the chlorine isolation mode of
operation. {

SURVE!LLANCE REOUIREMENTS _

4.3.7.8.2 Each of the above required toxic gas detection system subsystems
shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of a:

a. CHANNEL CHECK at least once per 12 hours,

b. CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST at least once per 31 days, and

c. CHANNEL CAllBRATION at least once per 18 months.
.

i

;
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INSTRUMENVATION

FIRE OLTECTION SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION<

3.3.7.9 As a minimum, the fire detection instrun 'r,tation for each tire
detection zone shown in Table 3.3.7.9-1 shall be vPERABLE.

APPLICAB;LITY: Whenever equipment protected by the fire detection instrument is
ccquired to be OPERABLE.

ACTION

a. With the number of OPERABLE fire detection instruments in one or more
zones:

1. Lels than, but more than one-half of, the Total Number of
l Instruments shown in Table 3.3.7.9 1 for Function A, restore the

inoperable function A instrument (s) to OPERABLE status within 14
days or within i hour establish a fire watch patrol to inspect the
zone (s) with the inoperable instrument (s) at least once per hour,
unless the instrument (s) is located inside an inaccessible zone,
then inspect the area surrounding the inaccessible zone at least
once per hour.

2. One less than the Total Number of Instruments shown in Table
) 3.3.7.9-1 for Function B, or one-half or less of the Total Number

of Instruments shown in Table 3.3.7.9 1 for Function A, or with
any two or more adjacent instruments innperable, within 1 hour
establish a fire watch patrol to inspect the zone (s) with the
inoperable instrument (s) at least once per hour, unless the
instrument (s) is located inside an accessible zone at least once
per hour,

b. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable. |

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS __

._

4.3.7.9.1 Each of the above recuired fii* detection instruments which are
accessible during unit operatir. Shell be .'monstrated OPERABLE at least once
per 6 months by performance of a CHANNEL FLeCTicNAL TEST. Fire detectors which
are not accessible during unit operation sha'i se demons *. rated OPERABLE by the
performance of a C (ANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST during each COLD SHUTDOWN exceeding 14
hours unless performed in the previous 6 months.

4.2.7.9.2 The NFPA Standard 720 Supervised circuits supervision associated with
the detector slarms of each of the above required fire detection instruments
shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least on e per 6 months.
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*

*
INSTMUMENTATION

LOOSE-PART DETECTION SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.7.10 The loose-part detection system shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1 and 2.

ACTION:

a. With one or more loose-part detection system cnannels ir. operable for
more than 30 days, prepare and submit a Special Report to the
Commission pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 within the next 10 days
outlining the cause of the malfunction and the plans for restoring the
channel (s) to OPERABLE status,

I
b. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

f

4.3.7.10 Each channel of the loose-part detection system shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE by performance of a:

a. CHANNEL CHErK at least once per 24 hours,

b. CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST at icast once per 31 days, and ,

c. CHANNil CALIBRATION at least once per 18 months.

I

i
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INSTRUMENTAY!ON

RADIOACTIVE L10V!D EFFLUENT MONITOPING INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERA"10N
-

3.3.7.11 The radioactive liquid effluent monitoring instrumentation channels
shown in Table 3.3.7.11-1 shall be OPERABLE with their alarm / trip setpoints set
to ensure that the limits of Specification 3.11.1.1 are not exceeded. The
alarm / trip setpoints* of these chant.els shall be determined and adjusted in
accordance with the methodology and parameters in the OffSITE DOSE CALCULATION
HANUAL (00CM).

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION: ;.

a. With a radioactive liquid effluent monitoring instrumentation channel
alarm / trip setpoint less conservative than required by the above ;

specification, immediately suspend the release of radioactive liquid i

effluents monitored by the affected channel, or declare the channel
'

inoperable,

b. With less than the minimum number of radioactive liquid effluent
monitoring instrumentation channels OPERABLE, take the ACTION shown in
Table 3.3.7.11-1. Restare the inoperable instrumentation to OPERABLE
status within the time specified in the ACTION or explain in the next
Semiannual Radioactive Effluent Release Report why this inoperability
was not corrected within the time specified,'

c. The provision, of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable. |

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

_

4.3.7.11 Each radioactive liquid effluent monitoring instrumantation channel
shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of the CHANNEL CHECK, SOURCE
CHECK, CHANNEL CALIBRATION and CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST operations at the
frequencies sho n in Table 4.3.7.11-1.

Excluding the flow rate measuring devices which are not determined and*

adjusted in accordance with the ODCM.
.
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. REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM.

.

3/4.4.8 STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

LlHITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.8 The structural integrity of ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 components shall
be maintained in accordance with Specification 4.4.8.

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.

ACTION:

a. With the structural integrity of any ASME Code Class 1 component (s) not
conforming to the above requirements, restore the structural integrity
of the affected component (s) to within its limit or isolate the
affectedcomponent(s)prigetoincreasingthereactorcoolantsystem
temperature more than 50 F obove the minimum temperature required
by NOT considerations,

b. With the structural integrity of any ASME Code Class 2 component (s) not
conforming to the above requirements, restore the structural integrity
of the affected component (s) to within its limit or isolate the
affectedcomponent(s)griortoincreasingthereactorcoolantsystem
temperature above 200 F.

c. With the structural integrity of any ASME Code Class 3 component (s) not
conforming to the above requirements, restore the structural integrity
of the affected component (s) to within its limit or isolate the
affected component (s) from service.

1

SURVE!LLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4.8 No requirements other than Specification 4.0.5.
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TABLE 3.6.5.2.2-1 (Continued),

REFUELING AREA SECONDARY CONTAINMENT VENTILATION SYSTEM
AUTOMAllC ISOLATION VALVES

REFUELING AREA (20NE 111) MAXIMUM

ISOLATION TIME ISOLATION

VALVE FUNCTION (Seconds) SIGNALS (a)

15. Drywell Purge Exhaust Inboard 5 B,H.S.U,W,R.T
Valve HV-57-214 (Unit 2)"

16. Drywell Purge Exhaust Inboard 6 B,H.S,U,W R.T
Valve HV-57-215 (Unit 2)"

17. Suppression Pool Purge Exhaust Inboard 5 6,H.S.U,W,R,T
Valve HV-57-204 (Unit 2)"

18. Suppression Pool Purge Exhau*,t Outboard 6 8,H.S,U,W,R.T
Valve HV-57-212 (Unit 2)"

|
"These lines are blanked off during Unit 1 operation /Ur.it 2 construction.

(a) See Specification 3.3.2. Table 3.3.2-1, for isolation signals
that operate each automatic isolation valve.
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, PLANT SYSTEMS.

'

3/a.7.5 SEALED SOURCE CONTAMINAVION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.5 Each sealed source containing radioactive material either in excess of
100 microcuries of beta and/or gama emitting material or 5 micurocuries of alpha
emitting material shall be free of greater than or equal to 0.005 microcurie of
removable contamination.

APPLICABillTY: At all times.

ACTION:

a. With a sealed source having removable contamination in excess of the
above limit, withdraw the sealed source from use and either:

1. Decontaminate and repair the sealed source, or

2. Dispore of the sealed source in accordance with Commission
Regulations.

b. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable. |

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.5.1 Test Requirements - Each sealed source shall be tested for leakage and/or
contamination by:

a. The licensee, or

b. Other persons specifically authorized by the Commission or an Agreement
State.

The test method shall have a detection serisitivity of at least 0.005 microcurie
per test sample.

4.7.5.2 Test Frequencies - Each category of sealed sources, excluding startup
sources and fission detectors previously subjected to core flux, shall t,e tetted
at the frequency described below.

a. Sourcer in use - At ieast once per 6 months for all sealet sources
containing radioactive material:

1. With a half-life greater than 30 days, esciuding Hydrogen 3, and

2. In any form other than gas.
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. PLANT SYS1 EMSe

.

3/4.7.6 FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS
4

i FIRE SUPPRESSION WATER SYSTEM

i LlHITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
i

'

.

| 3.7.6.1 The fire suppression water system shall be OPERABLE with:

a. Two OPERABLE fire suppression pumps, one electric motor driven and one
. diesel engine driven, each with a capacity of 2500 gpm, with their4

discharge alignr:d to the fire suppression header,

b. Separate f tre water supplies, each with a minimum contained volume of
311,000 gallons, and

c. An OPERASLE flow path capable of taking suction from the Unit 1 Cooling
Tower B uin and the Unit 2 Cooling Tower Basin and transferring the water
through distribution piping with OPERABLE sectionalizing control or4

isolation valves to the yard hydrant curb valves, the last valve ahead of'

! the water flow alarm device on each wet pipe sprinkler system and the
le.st valve ahead of the deluge valve on each deluge, spray, or pre-action
sprinkler system and the last valve ahead of the fire hose stations
required to be OPERABLE per Specifications 3.7.6.2, 3.7.6.5, and 3.7.6.6.i

,

j APPLICABILITY: At all times.

AJT!ON:

! a.? With one pump and/or one water supply inoperable, restore the inoperable
j equipment to OPERABLE status within 7 days or provide an alternate backup
j pump or supply. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not |

applicable.
|
.

With the fire suppression water system otherwise inoperable, establish ab.
backup fire suppression water system within 24 hours.

SURVE!LLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.6.1.1 The fire suppression water system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

At least once per 7 days by verifying the minimum contained water supplya.
volume,

b. At least once per 31 days by starting the electric motor-driven fire
suppression pump and operating it for at least 15 minutes on
recirculation flow,

c. At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual, power-
operated, or automatic) in the flow path is in its correct position.
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.PjANV SYSTEMS.

'

SPRAY AND/03 SPRINKLER SYSTEMS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.6.2 The following spray and sprinkler systems shall be OPEPABLE:

Fire Zone Description

Reactor Enclosure Hatchway Water Curtains:
1. El 253'
2. El 283'
3. EL 313'
fire Area Separation Water Curtains:

48A 1. Area 602, EL 313'
45A 2. Area 402. EL 253'
44 3. Area 304, El 217' (2 curtains)
22 Cable Spreading Room, Room 450. EL 254',
27 Control Structure Fan Room, EL 304'
27 CREFAS System Filters, El 304'
288 SGTS Filters, Compartment 624 and SGTS

Access Area 625. EL 332'
33 RCIC Pump Room, Room 108. EL 177'
34 HPCI Pump Room, Room 109, EL 177'
41* RECW Area, El 201'
42A* Safeguard System Access Area 200, EL 201'
44 Safecuard System Access Area 304,

El 217' (Partial) (2 systems)
45A CRD Hydraulic Equipment Area 402, Reactor

Enclosure El 253' (Partial)
458 Neutron Monitoring System Area 406, El 253' (Partial)
47A General Equipment Area 500 and Corridor 506, Reactor

Er. closure, El 283' (Partial)
51A f. B Reactor Enclosure Recirculation System Filters, EL 331'
79,80,81,82 Diesel Generator cells (4 Cells)

APPLICABILITY: Whenever equipment protected by the spray and/or sprinkler systems
is required to be OPERABLE.

ACTION:

a. With one or more of the above required spray anc/or sprinkler systems
inoperable, within 1 hour establish a continuous fire watch witt, backup
fire suppression equipment for those areas in which redundant systems or
components could be damaged; for other areas, establish an hourly fire
watch patr11.

b. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable. |

*Not required to be OPERABLE until prior to exceeding 5% of RATED
THERMAL POWER.
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. PLANT SYSTEMS.

CO2 SYSVEMS

LlHITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
,

3.7.6.3 The following low pressure CO2 system shall be OPERABLE:

a. Control Room Entrance, Hose Rack OHR601 and OHR 602.

APPLICABILITY: Whenever equipment protected by the CO2 systems is required
to be OPERABLE.

ACTION:

a. With the above required CO2 system inoperable, within 1 hour
establish a continuous fire watch with backup fire suppression equipment
for those areas in which redundant systems or components could be
damaged; for other areas, establish an hourly fire watch patrol.

b. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable. |

, ,

SURVE!LLANCE REQUIREMENTS

;

4.7.6.3.1 The above required low pressure C0p system shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE at least once per 7 days by verifying the CO2 storage tank level to
be greater than 25% and pressure to be greater than 265 psig.

4.7.6.3.2 The above required C0p system shall be aemonstrated OPERABLE at
least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual, power-operated, or
automatic) in the flow path is in its correct position.

.

,

P
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. PLANT SYSTEps.

.

HALON SYSTEMS

|

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
!

3.7.6.4 The following Halon systems shall be OPERABLE with the storage tanks
having at least (95% of full charge weight and 90% of full charge pressure:

a. Remote Shutdown Panel Area 540 El 289' (Raised Floor), and
l

b. Auxiliary Equipment Room 542. El 289' (RaisedFloor).
'

APPLICABILITY: Whenever equipment protected by the Halon systems is
required to be OPERABLE.

ACTION:

a. With one or more of the above required Halon systems inoperable, within 1
hour establish a continuous fire watch with backup fire suppression
equipment for those areas in which redundant systems or components could
be damaged; for other areas, establish an hourly fire watch patrol.

b. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable. |
|

l

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

.

4.7.6.4 Each of the above required Halon systems shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:
,

a. At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual, power-
operated, or automatic) in the flow path is in its correct position.

t

b. At least once per 6 months by verifying Halon storage tan < weight and
'

| pressure,

j c. At least once per 18 months by:

1. Performance of a functional test of the general alarm circuit and
associated alarm and interlock devices, and ,

i
'

2. Performance of a system flow test to assure no blockage.

!
i

|

i

r

'

|
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PLANT WSVEMS.

'

FlRE HOSE STAV!0NS ,

i

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.6.5 The fire hose stations shown in Table 3.7.6.5-1 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: Whenever equipment in the areas protected by the fire hose stations
is required to be OPERABLE.

ACTION:

With one or more of the fire ho;e stations shown in Table 3.7.6.5-1a.
inoperable, provide gated wye (s) on the nearest OPERABLE hose stations (s).
One outlet of the wye shall be connected to the standard length of hose
provided at the hose station. The second outlet of the wye shall be
connected to a length of hose sufficient to provide coverage for the area
left unprotected by the inoperable hose station. Where it can be
demonstrated that the physical routing of the fire hose would result in a
recognizable hazard to coerating technicians, plant equipment, or the hose
itself, the fire hose shall be stored in a roll at the outlet of the
OPERABLE hose station. Signs shall be mounted above the gated wye (s) to
identify the proper hose to use. The above ACTION shall be accomplished
within 1 hour if the inoperable fire hose is the primary means of fire ,

*

suppression; otherwise route the additional hose within 24 hours.

b. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable. |

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

i

4.7.6.5 Each of the fire hose stations shown in Table 3.7.6.5-1 shall be
-

demonstrated OPERABLE:

At least once per 31 days by a visual inspection of the fire hose staticnsa.
accessible during plant operation to assure all requirec equipment is at the
station. t

b. At least once per 18 months by: <

l. Visual inspection of the fire hose stations not accessible during plant >

operation to assure all required equipment is at the station.

2. Removing the hose for inspection and reracking, and

3. Inspecting all gaskets and replacing any degraded gaskets in the
couplings,

c. At least once per 3 years by:

1. Partially opening each hose station valve to verify valve OPERABILITY
iand no flow blockage.

2. Conducting a hose hydrostatic test at a pressure of 150 psig or at .'

least 50 psig above the maximum fire main operating pressure, whichever
is greater.
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; PLANT SYSTEMS'

.

YARD FIRE HYDRANTS AND HOSE CART HOUSES

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.6.6 The yard fire hydrants and hose cart houses shown in Table 3.7.6.S-1
shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: Whenever equipment in the areas protected by the yard fire
hydrants is required to be OPERABLE.

ACTION

a. With one or more of the yard fire hydrants or hose cart houses shown in
Table 3.7.6.6-1 inoperable, within 1 hour have sufficient additional
lengths of 2 1/2 inch diameter hose located in an adjacent OPERABLE hose
cart house to provide service to tht unprotected area (s) if the
inoperable fire hydrant or hose cart house is the primary means of fire !-

'

suppression; otherwise provide the additional hose within 24 hours.

b. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable. |
|
t

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS |

r

4.7.6.6 Each of the yard fire hydrants and hose cart houses shown in Table
3.7.6.6-1 shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 31 days by visual inspection of the hose cart house to ,

assure all required equipment is at the hose house.

b. At least unce per 6 months, during March, April, or May and during
1

September, October, or November, by visually inspecting each yard fire r

hydrant and verifying that the hydrant barrel is dry and that the hydrant
is not damaged,

c. At least once per 12 months by:

1. Conducting a hose hydrostatic test at a pressure of 150 psig or at (
least 50 psig above the maximum fire main operating pressure, |

'whichever is greater.

.2. Replacement of all degraded gaskets in couplings. |

3. Performing a flow check of each hydrant.

l

I
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; PLANT SYSTEMS'

3/4.7.7 FIRE RAVED ASSEMBLIES

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.7 All fire rated assemblies, including walls, floor / ceilings, cable tray
enclosures and other fire barriers, separating safe shutdown fire areas or
separating portions of redundant systems important to safe shutdown within a fire
area, and all sealing devices in fire rated assembly penetrations, including fire
doors, fire windows, fire dampers, cable, piping and ventilation duct penetration
seals and ventilation seals, shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION:

a. With one or more of the above required fire rated assemblies and/or
sealing devs' u inoperable, within 1 hour establish a continuous fire
watch on at least one side of the affected assembly (s) and/or sealing
device (s) or verify the OPERABILITY of fire detectors on at least one
side of the inoperable assembly (s) and sealing device (s) and establish an
hourly fire watch patrol,

b. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not app 1tcable. [

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
,_

4.7.7.1 Each of the above required fire rated assemblies and penetration sealing
devices shall be verified OPERABLE at least once per 18 months by performing a
visual inspection of:

a. The exposed surfaces of each fire rated assembly,

b. Each fire window, fire damper, and associated hardware.

c. At least 10% of ecch type of tesled penetration, except internal conduit
seals. !f apparent changes in appearance or abnormal degradations are
found, a visual inspection of an additional 10% of each type of sealed
penetration shall be made. This inspection process shall continue until
a 10% sample with no apparent changes in appearance or abnormal
degradation is found. Samples shall be selected such that each
penetration seal will be inspected at least once per 15 years.
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| RAD 10ACT!VE ENLUENVS
*

DOSE

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.11.1.2 The dose or dose commitment to a HEMBER OF THE PUBLIC from radioactive i

materials in liquid effluents released from each reactor unit to UNRESTRICTED
AREAS (See figure 5.1.3-1) shall be limited:

a. During any calendar quarter to less than or equal to 1.5 mrems to the
total body and to less than or equal to 5 mrems to any organ, and

b. During any calendar year to less than or equal to 3 mrems to the total
body and to less than or equal to 10 mrems to any organ.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION:

a. With the calculated dose from the release of radioactive materials in
liquid effluents exceeding any of the above limits, prepare and submit to
the Commission within 30 days, pursuant to Specification 6.9.2, a Special
Report which identifies the cause(s) for exceeding the limit (s) and
defines the corrective actions that have been taken to reduce the
releases and the proposed corrective actions to be taken to assure that
'ubsequent releases will be in compliance with the above limits. This.

Special Report shall also include the radiological impact on finished
drinking water supplies at the nearest downstream drinking water source.

b. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable. |

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.11.1.2 Cumulative dose contributions from liquid effluents for the current
calendar quarter and the current calendar year shall be del, ermined in accordance
with the methodology and parameters in the ODCM at least once per 31 days.
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*
| RADIOACTIVE EFFLUEATS

O

LIQUID RADWASTE VREAVMEN1 SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
-

3.11.1.3 The liquid radwaste treatment system shall be OPERABLE and appropriate
portions of the system shall be used to reduce the radioactive materials in liquid
waste prior to their discharge when the projected doses due to the liquid
effluent, from each reactor unit, to UNRESTRICTED AREAS (see Figure 5.1.3-1) would'

exceed 0.06 mrem to the total body or 0.2 mrem to any organ in a 31-day period.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION:

a. With radioactive liquid waste being discharged without treatment and in
excess of the above limits, prepare and submit to the Commission within
30 days pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 a Special Report which includes
the following information:

1. Explanation of what liquid radwaste was being discharged without
treatment, identification of any inoperable equipment or subsystems,
and the reason for the inoperability,

2. Action (s) taken to restore the inoperable equipment to OPERABLE
status, and

3. Summary description of action (s) taken to prevent a recurrence.

i b. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable. |

SURVE!LLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.11.1.3.1 Doses due tc liquid releases from each reactor unit to UNRESTRICTED
AREAS shall ae prcjected at least once per 31 days in accordance with the
methodology and parameters in the ODCH.

4.11.1.3.2 The liquid rad =aste treatment system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by
meeting Specifications 3.11.1.1 and 3.11.1.2.
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,.RADf0ACT|VE EFFLUENTS*

.

LIQUID HOLDUP 1,ANKS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.11.1.4 The quantity of radioactive material contained in any outside temporary
tanks shall be limited to less than or equal to 10 curies, excluding tritium and
dissolved or entrained noble gases.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION:

a. With the quantity of radioactive material in any of the above tanks
exceeding the above limit, immediately suspend all additions of
radioactive material to the tank and within 48 hours reduce the tank
contents to within the limit and describe the events leading to this
condition in the next Semiannual Radioactive Effluent Release Report.

b. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable. |

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.11.1.4 The quantity of radioactive material contained in each of the above
! tanks shall be determined to be within the above limit by analyzing a

representative sample of the tank's contents at least once per 7 days when
radioactive materials are being added to the tank.

|

|

i

.!

|
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. PAD 10 ACTIVE ffFLUENTSa

.

3/4.11.2 GASEOUS EFFtVENTS

DOSE RATE

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.11.2.1 The dose rate due to radioactive materials released in gaseous effluents
from the site to areas at or beyond the SITE BOUNDARY (see figure 5.1.3-1) shall
be limited to the following:

,

a. For noble gases: Less than or equal to 500 mrems/yr to the total body
and less than or equal to 3000 mrems/yr to the skin, and

b. For iodine-131, for iodine-133, for tritium, and for all radionucildes in
!particulate form with half-lives greater than 8 days; Less than or equal

to 1500 mrems/yr to any organ. (Inhalation pathways only.)

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION: ;

a. With the dose rate (s) exceeding the above limits, immediately restore the ,

'

release rate to within the above limits.

b. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable. |

, ,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
__

4.11.2.1.1 The dose rate due to noble gases in gaseous effluents shall be
determined to be within the above limits in accordance with the methodology and
parameters of the 00CM.

J

4.11.2.1.2 The dose rate due to iodine-131, iodine-133, tritium, and all
radionuclides in particulate form with half-lives greater than 8 days in gaseous
effluents shall be determined to be within the above limits in accordance with the
methodology and paraneters of the 00CM by obtaining representative samples and
performing analyses in accordance with the sampling and analysis program specified
in Table 4.11.2.1.2-1.

!

c

|
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pRAD10ACTOVE [FFLU(NTS'

DOSE - NOBLE GASf5

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.11.2.2 The air dese due to noble gases released in gaseous effluents, from each
reactor unit, to areas at and beyond the SITE BOUNDARY (see Figure 5.1.3-1) shall ,

'

be limited to the following:

a. During any calendar quarter: Less than er equal to 5 meads for gama
radiation and less than or equal to 10 mrads for beta radiation, and

b. During any calendar year: Less than or equal to 10 mrads for gamma
radiation and less than or equal to 20 mrads for beta radiation.

APFLICABILITY: At all times.
1

ACTION:

a. With the calculated air dose from radioactive noble gases in gaseous
effluents exceeding any of the above limits, prepare and submit to the |

Comission within 30 days, pursuant to Specification 6.9.2, a Special
! Report which identifies the cause(s) for exceeding the limit (s) and

defines the corrective actions trat have been taken to reduce the
releases and the proposed corrective actions to be taken to assure than
subsequent releases will be in compliance with the above limits.

; b. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable. |

t

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.11.2.2 Cumulative dose contributions for the current calendar quarter and
current calendar year for noble gases shall be deterr.ined in accordance with the
methodology and parameters in the 00CM at least once per 31 days.:

i

,

i
'

1

I

l

|
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,

, RADIOACTIVE EFFLUEN75
_

* '

| ~ DOSE - 100!NE-133. TR!V!UM, AND MAD 10NUCl10ES IN PARTICULATC FORM
1

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

| 3.11.2.3 The dose to a MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC f rom iodine-131, iodine-133, tritium,
and all radionuclides in particulate form with half-lives greater than 8 days in
gaseous ef fluents released, from each reactor unit, to areas at and beyond the
SITE BOUNDARY (see figure 5.1.3-1) shall be limited to the following:

a. During any calendar quarter: Less than or equal to 7.5 mrems to any
organ and,

b. During any calendar year: Less than or equal to 15 mrems to any organ.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION:

a. With the calculated dose from the release of iodine-131, iodine-133
tritium, and radionuclides in particulate form with half-lives greater
than 8 days, in gaseous effluents exceeding any of the above limits,
prepare and submit to the Comission within 30 days, pursuant to
Specification 6.9.2, a Special Report which identifies the cause(s) for
exceeding the limit and defines the corrective actions that have been
taken to reduce the releases and the proposed corrective actions to be
taken to assure than subsequent releases will be in compliance with the
above limits.

b. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable. |

SURVE!LLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.11.2.3 Cumalative dose contributions for the current calendar cuarter and
current calendar year for iodine-131. iodine-133. tritium, and radionuclides in
particulate form with half-lives greater than 8 days shall be determined in
accordance with the methodology and parameters in the 00CM at least orce per 31
days,

LIMERICK - UNIT 1 3/4 11-13
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t RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS*

.

VENTILATION EXHAUST TREATMENT SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.11.2.4 The VENTILATION EXHAUST TREATMENT SYSTEM shall be OPERABLE and
appropriate portions of the system shall be used to reduce radioactive materials
in gaseous waste prior to their discharge when the projected doses due to gaseous
effluent releases from each reactor unit to areas at and beyond the SITE BOUNDARY
(see figure 5.1.3-1) when averaged over 31 days would exceed 0.3 mrem to any organ
in a 31-day period.

APPLICABillTY: At all times.

ACTION:

a. With gaseous waste being discharged without treatment, and in excess of
the above limits, prepare and submit to the Commission within 30 days,
pursuant to Specification 6.9.2, a Special Report which includes the
following information:

1. Explanation of why gaseous radwaste was being discharged without
treatment, identification of any inoperable equipment or subsystems,
and the reason for the inoperability.

2. Action (s) taken to restore the inoperable equipment to OPERABLE
status, and

3. Summary description of action (s) taken to prevent a recurrence,

b. The provisions of Specifi:ation 3.0.3 are not applicable. |

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.11.2.4.1 Doses due to gaseous releases from each reactor unit to areas at and
beyond the SITE boundary shall be projected at least once per 31 days in
accordance with the rethodology and parameters in the ODCM.

,

i
4.11.2.4.2 The VENTILATION EXHAUST TREATMENT SYSTEM shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE by meeting Specifications 3.11.2.1, 3.11.2.2, and 3.11.2.3.
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. RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS* *

.

EXPLOS!VE GAS MIXTURE

<

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.11.2.5 The concentration of hydrogen in the main condenser offgas treatment
system shall be limited to less than or equal to 4% by volume.

APPLICABILITY: Whenever the main condenser air ejector system is operation.

ACTION:

a. With the concentration of hydrogen in the main condenser offgas treatment
system exceeding the limit, restore the Concentration to within the limit
within 48 hours.

b. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable. |

SURVE!LLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.11.2.5 The concentration of hydrogen in the main condenser offgas treatment
system shall be determined to be within the above limits by continuously
monitoring the waste gases in the main condenser offgas treatment system with the
hydrogen monitors required OPERABLE by Table 3.3.7.12-1 of Specification 3.3.7.12.
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. PA910 ACTIVE EFFLUENTS*

.

VENTING OR PURGING

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.11.2.7 VENTING or PURGING of the Mark Il containment shall be through the
standby gas treatment system.

APPi!CABILITY: Whenever the containment is vented or purged.*

ACTION:

a. With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied, suspend
all VENTING and PURGING of the containment,

b. The Provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
_

4.11.2.7.1 The containment shall be determined to be aligned for VENTING or
PURGING through the standby gas treatment system within 4 nours prior to start of
and at least once per 12 hours during VENTING or PURGING of the Containment.

4.11.2.7.2 Prior to use of the purge system through the star.Jby gas treatment
system assure that:

a. Both standby gas treatment system trains are OPERABLE whenever the purge
system is in use, and

b. Whenever the purge system is in use during OPERAT10Nf.L CONDITION 1 or 2
or 3, only one of the standby gas treatment system trains may be used.

*Except for the one inch /two inch vent valves to the Reactor Enclosure
Equipment Compartment Exhaust filters when used for containment pressure
control and nitrogen make-up operations.
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*

P R 10A:TIVE ffFLU(NTS
,

3/4.11.3_ SOLIO RADWASil TRE ATMENT

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION _.

3.11.3 Radioactive wastes shall be 50L10!flE0 or dewatered in accordance with the
PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM to meet shipping and transportation requirements during

I

transit, and disposal site requirements when received at the disposal site.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION:
,

With $0L10!flCAT10N or dewatering not meeting disposal site and shippinga.
and transportation requirements, suspend shipment of the inadequately
processed wastes and correct the PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM, the procedures
and/or the solid waste system as necessary to prevent recurrence.

With the 50L10lflCAT10N or de*etering not performed in accordance withb.
the PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM, (1) test the improperly processed waste in
each container to ensure that it meets burial ground and shipping
requirements and (2) take appropriate administrative action to prevent,

:
recurrence,'

The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable. |c.

|
:

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
,

4.11.3.1 The PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM shall be useo to verify that the prcperties
of the packaged waste reet the minimum stability requirements of 10 CFR Part 61
and other requirements for transportation to the disposal site and receipt at the
disposal site.

,

!

!
I
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3 /4. !! .4 TOT A' 001!.

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OP! RATION

3.11.4 The annual (calendar year) dose or dose comitment to any MEMBER Of THE
PUBLIC, due to releases of radioactivity and radiation, from uranium fuel cycle
sources shall be limited to less than or equal to 25 mrems to the total body or
any organ, except the thyroid, which shall be limited to less than or equal to 75
erems.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACil0N:

With the calculated doses from the release of radioactive materials ina.
liquid or gaseous effluents exceeding twice the limits of Specification
3.11.1.2a., 3.ll.).2b., 3.11.2.2a., 3.11.2.2b., 3.11.2.3a,, or
3.11.2.3D., calculations shall be made including direct radiation
contributions from the reactor units and fror outside storage tanks to
determine whether the above limits of Specification 3.11.4 have been

If such is the case, prepare and submit to the Comissionexceeded.i

within 30 days, pursuant to Specification 6.9.2, a Spe:ial Report that
cefines the corrective action to be taken to reduce subsequent releases
to prevent recurrente cf exceedin: the above limits and includes the
schedule for acnieving conformance with the above limits. Tnis Special
Report, as defined in 10 CFR 20.405c, shall in:1ude an analysis that
estimates the radiatien exposure (dose) to a MEMBER Of THE PUBLIC frem
tne uranium fuc1 cycle sour:es, includin; all effluent path ays and
direct radiation, for the calendar year that in:1uces tne release (s)
covered by this recort. It shall also describe levels of radiation an:
concentrations cf radioactive material involved, and the cause cf the

If the estimated dose (s) exceeds theexposure levels or concentratiens.) toove limits, and if the release condition resulting in violatior. 40 CFR
Fart 190 has not already been corrected, the Special Report shall include.'

a request for a variance in accordance with the provisions of 40 CFR Fart
190. Submittal of the recort is considered a timely recuest, and a
variance is granted until staff action on the recuest is complete.

b. The o*ovisions cf 5;;e:ification 3.0.3 are n:t a:plicable. |
,

|

SUP.vE!LLAh:E REQUlFEMENTS

CvN14tive c:se contricutions f rom licuid and gaseous ef f1 vents snail te4.11. 4. '.
ceterrinec in accordance witn Specifications 4.11.1.2, 4.11.2.2, and 4.11.2.3, and
in accordan:e with the methocology and parameters in the ODCM.

;

If the cumulative dose contributions exceed the limits ce'ined in4.11.4.2
3.11.4, ACTION a, Cumslative cose contributters f ro . cirect radiation f rom unit

'

c;eration shall de cetermined in a:cercan:e ith tne retno:elo;y ans parameters ir'

||
the 00 M.

l
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ACTION (Continued) !

With milk or f resh leafy vegetable samples unavailable f rom one or more ;

of the sample locations required by Table 3.12.1 1, identify locations [c.

foi obtaining replacement samples and add them to the radiological ;

environmental monitoring program within 30 days. The specific t

locat',ons from which samples were unavailable may then be deleted from i

the monitoring program. Fursuant to ipecification 6.9.1.B. identify |

the cause of the unavailability of samples and identify the new
location (s) for obtaining replacement samples in the next Semiannual ,

?Radioacthe Ef fluent Release Report and also include in the report a
revised fipwre(s) and table for the ODCM reflecting the new !

location (s).
I

d. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable. j
.

!

i

1

SURVE!LLANCE REQUIREMENTS !-

!
!

I4.12.1.1 Tne radiologicai environmental monitoring sam:,ies sneii ce collectec
|pursvar.t to Table 3.12.1-1 from the specific locations given in the tatie and

figureintheOD;MandshallteanalytecpursuanttethereevirementsofTables
t

t

3. 2.1 1, the detection capabilities required by Table 4.12.1-1.
|

t
t

I

!

t
r

l r
t

!
1
l

|
c

!
|
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3/4 !?.2 LAND USE CENSUS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.12.2 A land use census shall be Conducted and shall identify within a
distance of 8 km (5 miles) the location in each of the 16 meteorological sectors

the nearest residence and the nearest garden * ofofthenearestmijkanimal y
greater than 50 m (500ft)producingbroadleafvegetation.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION

With a land use census identifying a location (s) which yields aa.
calculation dose o* dose comitment greater than the values currently
being calculated in Specification 4.11.2.3. identify the new
location (s) in the 60xt Semiennual Radioactive Effluent Release Report.
pursuant to Specification 6.9.1.8.

With a land use census identifying a location (s) that yields ab.
calculated dose or dose comitment (via the same exposure path.ay) 20%
greater than at a lo;aticn from which samples are currenth being

;

obtained in accordance with $pecification 3.12.1, add the ne.
10:ation(s) to the rediological environmental ronitering progran within
33 days. The sampling location (s) excluding the control station
lo:Ation, having the 10 est calculate: C0st or cose comitment(s) (via
the sate exposure path ay) may be deleted from this inanitoring program
cf ter 0:teber 31 ef the year in wnicn tnis land use census was

Pursuant to Specificatien 6.9.1.E. identify the ne.cenducted.
.

location (s) in the next Seriannual Racica:tive Efficent Release Reoort |

also in:1ude in the report a revised figure (s) and taole f or ther

an:
ODCM reflecting the new lo:ation(s),

The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable. |c. 1

|
:

SURVE!LLANCE RE0V!KEMENTS
f

1

i.

4.12.2 Tne land use census sna11 te cency:te: curin; the gro.ing season at :

least en:e :e* !? n:ntns usin; inat in':rraticn that will revide the best Io al l

resuits. such as by a door.to.coor survey atrial survey, or by CCnsultin,

agricultu:'e authorities. The results Cf the land use census snell oe inc ude0 |

in tne Annuti Radiological Environmental Operating Report pur;uant to |

Spe:ification 6.9.1.7.

F

* $rcad leaf vegetation sa oling Of at least three dif f erent kinds Cf
vegetation ray be perforred at the SITE E03DARY in each cf two different
directicn secter3 .itn the nignest preci:tec 0/05 in lieu o' the garden i

census. Spe:ificatiens fue t:: Teaf .egetati:n sa ;11n; in Taele 3.12.1-1
1ucin; ana1 sis cf cont ol saw;1es.ite- 4.c. shall te folio.e:. in: 3

i
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RA0!OLO31 Cat EhVla0% MENTAL DOh!T0alh3

3/.1 12.3 1NTERL ABDR ATORY COWAR150A PRD3Riv

LIMITING C0sDITION FOR OPERATION 1

3.12.3 Analyses shall be performed on radioactive materials supplied as part of
an Interlaboratory Comparison Program which has been approved by the Coernission. |

,

AFPLICABILITY: At all times,
i

ACTION

a. With analyses not being performed as required above. report the
corrective actions taken to prevent a recurrence to the Comission in
the Annual Radiological [nviron* ental Operating Report pursuant to
Specification 6.9.1.7.

b. The provisions af Specification 3.0.3 are not applicabla. |

t

SURVEILLANCE RI0'JIPEMENTS
i t

t

4.12.3 The interlaboratory Co-:arison Program shall be cescribed in the ODCM. j

A su=ary of the results ebtainec as part cf the above re:uire: Interia: ora *:ry
Ccmparisen Program sna11 De in:1uced in the Annual Radiological Envitc- ental
0;.erating Report pursuant to Scecification (.9.1.7.

,

,

I

!
!

i.

|

i
a

l i

i [
i

!
I

L

t
,

!
,

I
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3/4. LIMITIFG CONL!TIONS F0E ODERATl> AND SUMILLANCE REOL'IREMEN15
APPLICABillit

E. AS E S

Specifications 3.0.1 throuah 3.0_.4 establish the general requirements applicable
to Limiting Conditions for Operation. These requirements are based on the
requirements for Limiting Conditions for Operation stated in tne Code of Federal
Regulations, 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2):

"Limiting Conditions for operation are the lowest functional capability or
performance levels of equipment required for safe operation of the facility.
When a limiting condition for operation of a nuclear reactor is not met, the
licensee shall shut dnwn the reactor or follow any remedial action permitted
by the technical specification until the condition Can be met."

Scecification 3.0.1 establishes the Applicability statement within each individual
;pecification as tne requirement for when (i.e., in which OPEcATIONAL CONDITIONS
or other specified conditions) conformance to the limiting Conditions for
Operation is required for safe operation of the facility. The ACTION requirements
establish those remedial measures that must be taken within "pecified time limits
when the requirements of a limiting Condition f or Operatier. are not met, it is

not intended that the shutdown ACTION requirement be used as an operational
convenience which permits (routine) voluntary removal of a system (s) or

incomponent (s) from service in lieu of otne" alternatives tnat would not result
redundant systems or components being inoperable.

There are two basic types of ACTION requirements. The first specifies the
remedial measures that permit continued operation of the facility which is not
further restricted by the time limits of the ACTION requirements. In this case,

conformar.ce to the ACT!0N requirementt pr0vides an acceptable level of safety for
unlimited continued operation as long as the ACTION requirements continue to be
met. The second type of ACTION recuirement specifies a time limit in which
conformance to the conditions of the limiting Condition for Operation must be met.
This time limit is the allowable outage time to restore an inoperable system or
component to OPERABLE status or for restoring parameters within specified limits.
If these actions are not completed within the alloaable outage time li-its, a
snutdown is recuired to place the facility in an OPERATIONAL CONDIT!0s or cther
specified condition in which the specification no longer applier..

The specified time limits of the ACTION requirements are applicable from the point
Theof time it is icentif ted nat a Limiting Condition f or Operation is not met.

time limits of the ACTION requirements are also applicable when a system or
component is removed from service for surveillance testing or investigation of
operational problems. Individual specification! may include a specified time
limit for the completion of a Surveillance Recuirement wnen eavipment is terreved
from service. In this case, the allowable outage tima limits of the ACTION
reovirements are applicable when this limit expires if the surveillance has not
been completed. Wnen a snutdoan is required to comply with ACTION recuirements,
tne plant may havt: entered or OPERATIONAL COND!i10N in wnich a new specification
becomes applicable, in this Case, the time lim'.ts of the ACTION requirements
would acpiy from tne coint in time that the new specification becomes applicable
if the re;u'rements cf the Limiting Condition for Operation are nct met.

LIMERICK - Uh!T 1 B 3/4 0-1
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3/4.0 APPLICABILITY*

BASES (Con't)

Specification 3.0.2 establishes that noncompliance with a specification exists
when the requirements of the Limiting Condition for Operation are not met and the
associated ACTION requirements have not been implemented within the specified time

The purpose of this specification is to clarify that (1) implemantationinterval.
of the ACTION requirements within the specified time interval constitutes
compliance with a specification and (2) completion of the remedial measures of the
ACTION requirements is not required when compliance with a Limiting Condition of
Operation is restored within the time interval specified in the associated ACTION
requirements.

Specification 3.0.3 establishes the shutdown ACTION requirements that must be
implemented when a Lim' ting Condition for Operation is not met and the conditionThe purposeis not specifically aovessed by the associated ACTION requirements.
of this specification is to delineate the time limits for placing the unit in a

maintained within thesafe shutdown CONDITION when plant operation cannot be
limits for safe operation defined by the Limiting Conditions for Operation and its

It is not intended to be used as an operational convenienceACTION requirements.
which permits (routine) voluntary removal of redundant systems or components from.

'

service in lieu of other alternatives that would not result in redundant systems
or components being inoperable. One hour is allowed to prepare for an orderly
shutdown before initiating a change in plant operation. This time permits the
operator to coordinate the reduction in electrical generation with the load Thedispatcher to ensure the stability and availability of the electrical grid.
time limits specified to reach lower CONDITIONS of operation permit the shutdown
to proceed in a controlled and orderly manner that is well within the specified
maximum cooldown rate and within the cooldown capabilities of the facility

This reduces thermalassuming only the minimum required equipment is OPERABLE.
stresses on components of the primary coolant system and the potential for a plant
upset that could challenge safety systems under conditions for which this
specification applies.

If remedial measures permitting limited continued operation of the facility under
the provisions of the ACTION requirements are completed, the shutdown may be

The time limits of the ACTION recu rements are applicable from thei

terminated.
point in time there wet a failure to meet a Limiting Condition for Operation.
Therefore, the shutdowr. M y be terminated if the ACTION requirements have been met
or the time limits of the ACTION requirements have not expired, thus providing an
allowance for the completicn of the required actions.

The time limits of Specification 3.0.3 allow 37 hours for the plant to be in COLD
SHUTDOWN when a shutdown is required during POWER operation.

If the plant is in a
lower CONDITION of operation when a shutdown is required, the titre limit forHowever, if a lower
reaching the next lower CONDITION of operation applies.ess time than allowed, the total allowableCONDITION of operation is reached in
time to reach COLD SHUTDOWN, or other OPERATIONAL CONDITION, is not reduced.

For

example, if STARTU" is reached in 2 hours, the time allowed to reach HOT SHUTDOWN
is the next 11 hout s because the total time to reach HOT SHUTOOWN is not reduced
from tne allowable limit of 13 hours. Therefore, if remedial measures are
completed that would permit a return to POWER operation, a penalty is not incurred
by having to re&ch a lower CONDITION of operation in less than the total time
allowed.

LIMERICK - UNIT 1 B 3/4 0-2
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3/4.0 ArptlCAbitin*e

BASES -(Con't)

The same principle applies with regard to the allonsole outage time limits of the;.
ACTION requirements, if compliance with the ACTION requirements for one
specification results in entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or condition of
operation for another specification in which the requirements of the Limiting

1

Condition for Operation are not met. If the new specification becomes~ applicable4
'

j in less time than specified, the difference may be added to the allowable outage
However, the allowable outage timetime limits of the second specification.

limits of ACTION requirements for a higher CONDITION of operation may not be used
4

*

to extend the allowable outage time that is applicable when a Limiting Condition

.i.
for Operation is not met in a lower CONDITION of operation.

.

The shutdown requirements of Specification 3.0.3 do not apply in CONDITIONS 4 and
5, because the ACTION requirements of individual specifications define the

; remedial measures to be taken.

Specificetion 3.0.4 establishes limitations on a change in OPERATIONAt. CONDITIONS
it precludes placing the; when a Limiting Condition for Operation is not met,

f acility in a higher CONDITION of operation when the requirements for a Limiting{
"

Condition for Operation are not met and continued noncompliance to these
conditions would result in a shutdown to comply with the ACTION requirements if a4

'

The purpose of this specification is tochange in CONDITIONS were permitted.
ensure that facility operation is not initiated or that higher CONDITIONS of j

'

operation are not entered when corrective action is being taken to obtain !
+

1

compliance with a specification by restoring equipment to OPERABLE status or
parameters to specified limits. Compliance with ACTION requirements that permit |
continued operation of tne f acility for an unli ' *d period of time provides an i

:

acceptable level of safety for continued opert without regard to the status of
CONDITIONS. Therefore, in nis }

the plant before or after a change in OPERAi!On.> other specified condition may oe made 1

case, entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDITION The provisions ofin accordance with the provisions of the i. ;10N rcquirements.
this specification should not, however, be interpreted as endorsing the failure to
exercise good practice in restoring systems or components to OPERABLE status
before plant startup.

When a shutdown is required to comply with ACTION requirements, the provisions of
Specification 3.0.4 do not epply because they wculd deley clecing the facility in
a lo-er CONDITION of operation.

Specificat!cns 4.0.1 throuch 4.0.5 estat,lish the general requirements applicable
Inese requirements are based on the Surveillanceto Surveillance Requirements.

Requirements stated in the Coce of federal Regulations 10 CFR 50.36(c)(3):

"Surveillance requirements are requirements relating to test.
calibratien, or inspection to ensure that the necessary cuality of systems and
components is maintained, that f acility operation will be witnin safety limits,
and that the limitin; conditions of operation will be met."

Specification a.0.1 establishes the reavirement that surveillances must be
performea curing tne OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS or other conditions for which the
requirements of the 1.imiting Conditions for Operation apply unless otherwise
stated in an individual Surveillance Reauirement. The purpose of this
specification is to ensure that surveillances are performec to verify the
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BASES (Con't)

operational status of systems and components and that parameters are within |

specified limits to ensure saf e operation of the f acility whp-) the plant is in an
OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified condition for which the individual
Limiting Conditions for Operation are applicable. Surveillance Requirements do
not have to be performed when the f acility is in an OPERATIONAL CONDITION for
which the requirements of the associated Limiting Condition for Operation do not

The Surveillance Requirements associated with aapply unless otherwise specified.
Special Test Exception are only applicable when the Special Test Excertion is used
as an allowable exception to the requirements of a specification.

Specification 4.0.2 establishes the conditions under which the specified time
interval for Surveillance Requirements may be extended. Item a. permits an

allowable extensien of the normal survei'. lance interval to facilitate surveillance
scheduling and consideration of plant operating conditions that may not be
suitable for conducting the surveillance; e.g., transient corditions or other
ongoing surveillance or maintenance activities. Item b. limits the use of the
provisions of item a. to ensure that it is not used repeatedly to extend the
surveillance interval beyond tnat specified. The limits of Specification 4.0.2
are based on engineering judgment and the recognition that the most probable
result of any particular surveillance being performed is the verification of
conformance with the Surveiliance Requirements. These provisions are sufficient
to ensure that the reliability ensured through surveillance activities is not
significantly degraded beyond that obtained from ine specified surveillance
interval.
Soecification 4.0.3 establishes the f ailure to perform a Surveillance Receirement
witnin the alioed surveillance interval, defined by tne provisions of 3

'

specification 4 ?, as a condition :nat constitutes a f ailure to meet :ne
OPERABILITY requireaents fer a Limiting Cendition for Operation. Uncer the
provisions of this specification, systems and components are assumed to be
OPERABLE when Surveillance Requirements M,ve been satisfactorily performed within
the specified time interval. However, nothing in this provision is to be
construed as implying that systems or components a-c OPERABLE when they are found
or known to be inoperable althouah still meetina the Surveillance Recuirements.
Tnis specification also clarifies tnat tne ACTION requirements are applicable wnen
Surveillance Requirements have not been completed within the alloaed surveillance

and that tne time limits of the ACTION requirements appiy frem tne pointinterval
in time it is identified that a surveillance has D0t been performed and nDt at the
time that the allowed surveillance interval was exceeded.

Completion of the
Surveillance Requirement within the allowable outage time limits of the ACTION
requirements restores complianc.e with the requirements of Specification 4.0.3.
Hoaever, this does not negate the fact that tre failure to have performed thethe provisionssurveillance within the allowed surveillance interval, defined b)
of Specification 4.0.2, was violation of the OPERABILITY reovirements of aFurther,
Limiting Condition for Operation that is subject to enforcement action.
the failure tc perform a surveillance witnin tne provis'.ons of Specification 4.0.2
constitutes a f ailure to meat the OPER'BILITY recuirements f ur a Limiting
Condition for Operation and any reports required by 10 CFR 50.73 shall be
determined based on tne lenctn of time the surveillance interval nas been
exceeded, and the correspon5ing Limiting Ccnditions for Operation ACTION time
requiremen;s.
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.

'If the allowable outage time limits of the ACTION requirements are less than 24
hours or a shutdoan'is required to comply with ACTION requirements, e.g.,

; Specification 3.0.3., a 24 hcur allowance is provided to permit a delay in
,

implementing the ACTION requirements. This provides an adequate time limit to'

complete Surveillance Requirements that have not been performed. The purpose of
this allowance is to permit the completion of a surveillance before a shutdown;

' would be required to comply with ACTION requirements or before other remedial
measures would be required that may preclude the completion of a surveillance.
The basis for this allowance includes consideration for plant conditions, adequate
planning, availability of personnel, the time required to perform the
surveillance, and the safety significance of the delay in completing the required
surveillance. This provision also provides a time limit for the completion of
Surveillance Requirements that become applicable as a consequence of CONDITION
changes imposed by ACTION requireuents and for completing Sur"eillance
Requirements that are applicable when an exception to the reqJirements of
Specification 4.0.4 is allowed. If a surveillance is not completed within the 24-
hour allowance, the time limits of the ACTION requirements are applicable at that
time. When a surveillance is performed within the 24-hour allowance and the

' Surveillance Requirements are r.ot met, the time limits of the ACTION requirements
,

are applicable at the time that the surveillance is terminated.-

Surveillance Requirements do not have to be performed on inoperable eouipment ,

|

because the ACTION requirements define the remedial measures that apply. However.

|
the Surveillance Requirements have to be met to demonstrate that inoperable [

'

] ecuipment has been restored to OPERABLE status.
.

Soecification 4.0.4 establisnes tne requirement inat all applicable surveillances -

mJst ce met oefore entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or otner condition of :

) operation specified in the Ariplicability statement. The purpcse of this |
2

specification is to ensure that system and component OPERABILITY requirements or !
j

parameter limits are met before entry inta an OPERATIONAL CONDITinN or other [
>

specified C M ition for which these systems and components ensure safe operation j*

of the facility. This provision applies to changes in OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS or t

4

{
other specified. conditions assLciated with plaht tnutdown as well as startup. ,

Under tne provisicns of this sDecification, the at;Iicable krveillance
!Requirements must te performed within che specified surveillance interval to

ensure that the Limiting Conditions for Operatien are met cering initial plant f
startup or following a plant outage.

|
Wnen a shutdown is required to comply with ACTION requirements, the provisions of I
Specification 4.0.4 do not apply because this would delay p' lacing the f acility in i

| 6a lower COND! TION of operation.
I

Soecification 4.0.5 establishes the requirement that inservice inspection of ASME *

Code Class 1, 2 and 3 components and inservict testing of ASME Coda Class 1, 2 and ,

3 pumps and valves shall be performed in accordance with a periodically W ,ated |

version of Section XI of the ASME Boiler anc Pressure vessel Code and Accenda as ;

required oy 10 CFR 50.55a. These requirements apply except when relief has bePn (
provided in writing by the Commission. |

i
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3/4.0 APP;ICAEit!')
[ $' ' ' BASES (Con't)

_.-

'' is specification inciudes e clarificetion of the f recuencies f or perf orming the
inservice inspection and testing activities required by Section XI of the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and applicable Addenda.

Specifications and to remove any ambiguities relative to the frequencies forprovided to ensure consistency in surveillance intervals throughout the Technical
This clarification is

performing the required inservice inspection and testing activities.

Under the terms of this specification, the more restrictive requirements of the
Technical Specifications take precedence over the ASME Boiler and Pressure vesselCode and applicable Addenda.

surveillance activities before entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or otherThe requirements of Specification 4.0.4 to perform
provision that allows pumps and valves to be tested up to one week after return tospecified condition takes precedence over the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Codenormal operation.

The Technical Specification definition of OPERABLE does not
ellow a grace period before a component, which is not capable of performing itsspecified function,

is declared inoperable and takes precedence over the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code provision that allows a valve to be incapable of
performing its spacified function for up to 24 hours before being declaredinoperable.
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